
Specifications

Article number EXG-TOY-80

Price Price starts from €465,-

Dimensions Width: 812mm
Height: 452mm

Suitable for Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser 80 Series
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Gullwing window glass
version

For those seeking a convenient way to access the

cargo space of their Toyota Land Cruiser 80

Series, the gullwing window with a glass panel by

Explore Glazing offers the perfect solution. This

product is designed for long-term use and ease of

operation, making it a practical choice for any

journey.



Gullwing window glass version

Discover the efficiency and elegance with Explore Glazing's gullwing window featuring a glass panel,
the ideal access solution for the Toyota Land Cruiser 80 Series. Whether your Land Cruiser serves for
work, adventure, or daily use, our gullwing window melds function and style, perfectly tailored to your
needs.

Innovative product features

Installed with an advanced clamping system for a tight fit: Utilizes an inner rim (clamping
system) where the window is clamped to the vehicle's body, eliminating the need for drilling or
adhesive bindings.
Seamless interior finish: Offers a sleek and stylish finish to the vehicle's interior, with no need
to modify the interior lining.
Respect for authenticity: Maintains the unique lines of the Toyota Land Cruiser 80, with a
design that avoids irreversible modifications or drilled holes.
Optional sealing: Optionally can be sealed with Dow 791 Silicone Weatherproofing for
additional sealing and to prevent dirt accumulation between the window and the body.

Product Features

Dimensions: The dimensions are fully in line with the original side windows of the Toyota Land
Cruiser Series 80, eliminating the need for any modifications to the body.
Specifications: 

5 mm thick tempered safety glass.
Two robust gas struts.
A set of lockable compression latches ensures both secure closing and a flawless seal.
Offers protection against both dust and water infiltration.

Finish: The aluminium window profile is equipped with an industrial black powder coating (RAL
9005) to protect against weather conditions and prevent discolouration.
Glass Options: Available in a stylish dark grey shade with a light transmission of 20% (80%
tinted), all our glass meets the ECE 43R and DOT certifications.
Options: Available for installation on both the left and the right side; the models are not
interchangeable.
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Window Accessories: Enhance the functionality of your gullwing window with a window guard
or an Explore Overlander Light.

The gullwing window is delivered fully pre-assembled and is ready for immediate installation. Enrich
the experience of your Toyota Land Cruiser Series 80 with this remarkable and unique addition!
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Installation

Mounting

Uses an innovative clamping system.
Matches the exact dimensions of the original window of the Toyota Land Cruiser Series 80.

Interior Finish

The inner edge integrates seamlessly with the existing interior lining.
Ensures a sleek and elegant finish.

General Information

Modifications to the bodywork are not necessary.
It is possible to replace the original window if desired.
Installation is quick and uncomplicated.
A mounting set is not included, but is offered as standard upon request and consists of:

4 mm machine tap.
tube of Dowsil 791 Silicone Weatherproofing professional sealant.
brush.
rubber strip to remove excess sealant.

Before beginning installation, carefully review the instructions, as any claims due to improper
installation will not be accepted afterward.

It is important that the Explore Glazing products are assembled correctly and safely. Careless
assembly can lead to accidents and serious damage and / or injury to you or others. If you
have no technical experience or are not familiar with the general assembly instructions, we
recommend that you have our products assembled by a professional company.

Check out our Youtube channel for installation videos or download our installation guide:

@ExploreGlazing
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https://www.youtube.com/@ExploreGlazing
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